
 

 

 

Assessment Overview 

 

 

 

My Math Experts SMART Goals 

My Math Experts Blueprint and Recommendations 


	Text1: Overall, Student's math skills are strong and will certainly improve with 1:1 expert instruction. One thing I noticed in our first session is that we can help Student by stressing some of the more granular points of math. As the math concepts get more challenging this year and beyond, it will be good to help him slow down and grasp the topics that require practice and aren't immediately understood. We'll also help him set good habits with skills like distributive property, adding like terms, integer operations, slope and the process for solving linear equations. He'll use these skills this year and for many years after. His schoolwork so far has really been focused on solving equations, he has also started working on systems of equations. I'm glad he has support on those as most students struggle with this, he is starting off well with this and we will stay on it. 
	Text2: 1) Help Student gain a strong understanding of new concepts as they are taught at school.2) Introduce new concepts ahead whenever possible.3) Help him excel in school by helping him with challenging assignments. 4) Help him excel in school by helping him prepare for exams. 5) Help Student maintain a B or higher in his math class.
	Text3: Meet with Tutor 2x/week on a regular basis. For the first month, the instruction time will be split 50/50 between homework help and MME curriculum, we spent more time on homework which I think is great as there is overlap on that and our MME plan. Next month and beyond will be homework help primarily.  Student also has access to emergency sessions, which you can schedule at your convenience.  I will communicate with you as we go and will send monthly updates to keep us all on the same page and on track. 


